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Abstract
A finite quantum system S is coupled to a thermal, bosonic reservoir R. Initial SR states are possibly correlated, obtained by applying a quantum operation
taken from a large class, to the uncoupled equilibrium state. We show that the full
system-reservoir dynamics is given by a markovian term plus a correlation term,
plus a remainder small in the coupling constant λ uniformly for all times t ≥ 0. The
correlation term decays polynomially in time, at a speed independent of λ. After
this, the markovian term becomes dominant, where the system evolves according to
the completely positive, trace-preserving semigroup generated by the Davies generator, while the reservoir stays stationary in equilibrium. This shows that (a)
after initial SR correlations decay, the SR dynamics enters a regime where both the
Born and Markov approximations are valid, and (b) the reduced system dynamics
is markovian for all times, even for correlated SR initial states.
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Introduction

Open quantum systems are most commonly described by a tensor product Hilbert space
HS ⊗ HR (system and reservoir) and an interacting Hamiltonian
Hλ = HS ⊗ 1lR + 1lS ⊗ HR + λV
where HS and HR are the system and reservoir Hamiltonians, λ is a coupling constant,
which we consider to be small in a suitable sense, and V is an interaction operator. In
the literature, coupled SR systems are sometimes studied when the parts S and R are of
comparable size. In the current work, we focus on the situation dim HS = N < ∞ and
dim HR = ∞, and a reservoir Hamiltonian HR with continuous spectrum. In this sense,
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the reservoir R is much larger than the system S in our considerations. The dynamics of an
initial state (density matrix) ρSR is given by the Liouville–von Neumann (or Schrödinger)
equation
ρtSR = e−itHλ ρSR eitHλ
and the reduced system density matrix is obtained by taking the partial trace over the
reservoir,

ρtS = trR e−itHλ ρSR eitHλ .
Uncorrelated initial states. In textbooks and research articles, most often the
assumption is made that the initial state is uncorrelated, that is, of the product form
ρSR = ρS ⊗ωR . Then one can define the dynamical map acting on system density matrices,
Vt : ρS 7→ ρtS .

Vt is the flow or propagator of the system dynamics and of course, it depends on the
initial reservoir state ωR . For example, if ωR = ωR,β is the reservoir equilibrium state at
a given temperature T = 1/β, then of course the system dynamics, and hence Vt , will
depend on T . Due to the interaction of S and R, mediated by the operator V , the state
ρtSR is generically correlated (not of product form) for t > 0. This results in the violation
of the group property,
Vt+t′ 6= Vt Vt′ .

If the reservoir is not much influenced by the coupling to the system and initially in a
stationary state under its own dynamics, then one might intuitively expect that ρtSR ≈ ρtS ⊗
ωR . This is called the Born approximation. If on top, one assumes that the reservoir loses
its memory quickly, then one may expect the Markovian property to hold approximately,
or Vt ≈ etL ,

Vt+t′ ≈ Vt Vt′

where the generator L = L(λ) depends implicitly on the initial reservoir state ωR and
L(0) = −i[HS , · ] generates the uncoupled system dynamics. It has been known since the
seventies (see the founding papers [10, 11, 41]) that in some generality, the Markovian
approximation is valid in the weak coupling, or van Hove limit. This means that
lim sup kVt − etLS (λ) k = 0

λ→0 0≤λ2 t<a

for any a > 0,

(1.1)

where the superoperator
LS (λ) = LS + λ2 K,

LS = −i[HS , · ]

(1.2)

is called the Davies generator. It generates the CPTP semigroup etLS (λ) [9, 16, 29] (completely positive trace preserving). The operator K, a sum of a Hamiltonian plus a dissipative term, describes the influence of the bath to second order in perturbation [1, 7, 36].
From (1.1) we have an alternative expression for K,
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lim Vτ /λ2 ◦ e−τ LS /λ = eτ K ,

λ→0

2

∀τ ≥ 0.

(1.3)

The shortcoming of (1.1) is that it guarantees the accuracy of the Markovian approximation only for bounded values of λ2 t. Said differently, (1.1) shows that the Markovian
approximation is guaranteed to hold for t → ∞ only if at the same time, one takes λ → 0
in a way such that λ2 t stays finite. This deficiency of (1.1) was recently overcome in
[24, 29, 30, 31], where it is proven, under suitable assumptions, that
2 K)

sup Vt − et(LS +λ
t≥0

≤ C|λ|1/4 ,

(1.4)

provided |λ| ≤ λ0 for some λ0 > 0. Due to (1.4), the Markovian approximation is now
guaranteed to be accurate to O(|λ|1/4 ) uniformly in time t ≥ 0, for all small, fixed λ.
The error bound |λ|1/4 is derived for the least amount of regularity of the interaction
operator necessary for the proof – under a more stringent (analyticity) assumption, it can
be improved to |λ|2 (see [24]). In the recent work [8] it is shown that the validity of the
Markovian approximation for arbitrarily large finite times does not imply the validity for
all times. There the authors consider the zero temperature, dissipative Janes-Cummings
model in the singular coupling limit. Given any time t0 > 0, they explicitly design SR
interactions (form factors g(k)) in such a way that the system (qubit) dynamics is exactly
Markovian up to t0 , but for t > t0 the dynamics becomes non-Markovian. Even though
this example uses the singular coupling limit (g(k) not square integrable), the result
indicates that the passage from (1.1) to (1.4) is not a mere technicality.
Correlated initial states. The assumption of initially uncorrelated SR states may
not be physically realistic. It requires to bring together, at time t = 0, a system and
a reservoir which at earlier times did not interact (or which by some measurement or
dynamical fluke would happen to be in a product state). One should then ask about
the dynamics of correlated initial states, that is, ones which are not of product form, see
[17, 33, 37, 38, 39] and the references in there. For a given correlated initial state ρSR ,
the reduced system dynamics ρtS is still well defined as above. However, one cannot define
the dynamical map Vt any longer, as different ρSR can have the same marginal ρS (say,
due to different SR correlations). Those different initial SR states evolve to states at time
t > 0 which have different system marginals, which means that the initial marginal cannot
be mapped consistently to the marginal at a later time. In our investigation, we start
with a correlated initial state ρSR and describe its well defined reduced system dynamics
t 7→ ρtS . The opposite approach is also studied in the literature, starting with an initial
system state ρS , then mapping it to a SR state by an assignment map ρS 7→ ρSR . The
initial correlation is then encoded in the assignment map, whose structure can be analyzed
[2, 14, 15, 35, 40].
Outline of main results. We consider a class of open systems for which the Markov
approximation (1.4) for uncorrelated initial states, ρS ⊗ ωR,β , was proven in [31]. Here,
ωR,β is the thermal equilibrium state of the reservoir at temperature T = 1/β > 0.1 Our
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This is not a necessary feature for our approach to work, one may also take non-equilibrium stationary
states, as we will explain elsewhere.
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main result, Theorem 2.2, gives an expansion of the full SR dynamics with correlated
initial states ρSR . It can be expressed as follows – see after Theorem 2.2 for more in-depth
and precise statements. We show that

ρtSR = etLS (λ) trR {ρSR } ⊗ ωR,β + χ(t, λ) + O(|λ|1/4),
(1.5)
where LS (λ) is the Davies generator (1.2) and χ(t, λ) describes the dynamics of the SR
correlations. The relation(1.5) is valid for all |λ| ≤ λ0 , some λ0 > 0, with a remainder
independent of time t ≥ 0. It is to be interpreted in a weak sense, that is, when applied
to operators from a SR observable algebra O, (2.19). The initial states are taken from a
class of states obtained by applying (very general) quantum operations on the uncoupled
SR equilibrium state ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β (see (2.23)). We show the following results:

– For ρSR = ρS ⊗ ωR,β (with ρS any system density matrix), we have χ(t, λ) = 0.
This shows that the Born approximation holds and recovers the Markovianity result
(1.4).
– χ(t, λ) also vanishes when applied to observables OS ⊗ 1lR of S alone, for any initial
ρSR . This means that the initial correlations only influence the dynamics of observables which involve the reservoir. In particular, this shows that the Markovian
approximation is also valid for correlated initial states, and for all times t ≥ 0.
– In the presence of initial correlations, the Born approximation (ρtSR ≈ ρtS ⊗ ωR,β ) is
obviously not correct for small times. However, we show that χ(t, λ) ∼ 1/(1 + t3 ),
which implies that initial correlations decay, and after that, the SR state enters
a regime where the Born approximation is valid, even for correlated initial states.
This is a statement about the full SR state dynamics. In contrast, as explained
above, the reduced system state is approximated by the Markovian semigroup for
all, even small, times.

2
2.1

Model and main results
Model

We consider an N-level system interacting with a reservoir modeled by a continuous family
(field) of quantum harmonic oscillators, and we will largely follow the notation of [30].
The system and reservoir Hamiltonians are given by
HS =

N
X
j=1

Ej |φj ihφj | and HR =

Z

ω(k)a∗ (k)a(k)d3 k

(2.1)

R3

respectively, acting on the Hilbert space
HSR = CN ⊗ F .
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(2.2)

We often simply write HS for HS ⊗ 1l and so on. The Ej are the system energies and
ω(k) ≥ 0 is the frequency of the mode k (~ = 1), which we take for definiteness to follow
the dispersion e.g. of photons,
ω(k) = |k|.
(2.3)

The energy eigenstates φj form an orthonormal basis of the system Hilbert space CN and
the (momentum representation) creation and annihilation operators satisfy the canonical
commutation relations [a(k), a(ℓ)] = 0 = [a∗ (k), a∗ (ℓ)] and [a(k), a∗ (ℓ)] = δ(k − ℓ) (Dirac
delta k, ℓ ∈ R3 ). The reservoir Hilbert space is the (Bosonic) Fock space
M
F=
L2sym (R3n , d3n k),
(2.4)
n≥0

built over the single-particle space L2 (R3 , d3 k), the square integrable scalar valued functions. The full, interacting Hamiltonian is given by
Hλ = HS + HR + λG ⊗ ϕ(g),

(2.5)

where λ ∈ R is the coupling constant, G∗ = G is any hermitian system matrix and
Z

1  ∗
∗
g(k)a∗ (k)d3 k, a(g) = [a∗ (g)]∗
(2.6)
ϕ(g) = √ a (g) + a(g) , a (g) =
2
R3
are the field, creation and annihilation operators, respectively. The function g(k) ∈
L2 (R3 , d3 k) in the interaction (2.5) is called the form factor – generally, when we consider
a∗ (f ), a(f ) we also call f test functions.
The above is a paradigmatic model for open quantum systems. For N = 2 it is called
the spin-Boson model. As presented here, it is the continuous mode (or thermodynamic,
infinite-volume) limit of a system described by a discrete set of oscillators with Hamiltonian
X
HR′ =
ωk a∗k ak
(2.7)
k

P
and field operator in the interaction given by ϕ′ (g) = k gk a∗k + h.c. In the theoretical
physics literature, the limit of continuous values of k is often performed at the end of
calculations of various expressions, such as transition probabilities. In this limit of a
continuum of reservoir modes one can analyze irreversible dynamical effects (like time
decay). In the present work, we start off directly with the reservoir having a continuum
of frequencies, (2.1).

In contrast to the common assumption of initially uncorrelated system-reservoir states
of the factorized form ρS ⊗ ρR , we are concerned here with initial states obtained by
correlating the system with the reservoir. The system Gibbs equilibrium density matrix
at temperature T = 1/β,
−1 −βHS
ρS,β = ZS,β
e
,
(2.8)
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ZS,β = trS e−βHS , is a well defined density matrix. One can represent ρS,β as a vector
state |ΩS ihΩS | in the enlarged Hilbert space CN ⊗ CN as follows. For any OS ∈ B(CN )
(bounded operators),

trCN ρS,β A = hΩS , πS (OS )ΩS iCN ⊗CN ,
(2.9)
where π(OS ) = OS ⊗ 1lCN and ΩS ∈ CN ⊗ CN is a normalized vector (explicitly given
in (3.7)). This purification representation is sometimes very helpful. For the continuous
mode reservoir the situation is a bit more cumbersome. Its equilibrium state cannot be
expressed as a density matrix acting on F , because e−βHR is not trace class (HR has
continuous spectrum). Rather, the reservoir equilibrium state is constructed as the limit
′
of equilibrium states ∝ e−βHR , where HR′ , (2.7) is trace class. The limit state is expressed
as a positive, linear functional ωR,β on reservoir operators as follows. Let
L20 = L2 (R3 , d3k) ∩ L2 (R3 , |k|−1 d3 k).

(2.10)

For f, g ∈ L20 we have [6, 32]


ωR,β (a(f )) = ωR,β (a∗ (f )) = 0, ωR,β a∗ (f )a(g) = hg, ( eβ|k| − 1)−1 f i,
(2.11)
R
where hf, gi = R3 f¯(k)g(k)d3 k. Expectations of arbitrary polynomials in creation and
annihilation operators are calculated using Wick’s theorem [6] and the expecation of a
unitary Weyl operator
W (f ) = eiϕ(f ) , f ∈ L20 ,
(2.12)
is

1

ωR,β W (f ) = e− 4 hf,coth(β|k|/2)f i .

(2.13)

It is very convenient to use a purification of ωR,β , that is, to represent this state as a
vector state in a new Hilbert space HR (different from F , (2.4)), in which the operators
a♯ (f ) (where a♯ = a or a♯ = a∗ ) and W (f ) are represented by operators

a♯ (f ) 7→ πR a♯ (f ) ,
W (f ) 7→ πR (W (f )).
(2.14)

Here, πR is a linear map, sending operators on F to operators on HR and satisfying
πR (X ∗ ) = πR (X)∗ and πR (XY ) = πR (X)πR (Y ), i.e., πR is a ∗ algebra representation.
Let OR be an arbitrary finite sum of products of creation and annihilation operators and
Weyl operators acting on F . Then we have
ωR,β (OR ) = hΩR , πR (OR )ΩR iHR

(2.15)

for a normalized vector ΩR ∈ HR . In this sense, ωR,β is represented by the vector ΩR .
The explicit form of HR , πR and ΩR is well known (Araki-Woods representation [4]), we
give them in Section 3.1.
The purification of the uncoupled joint equilibrium state ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β is obtained by
taking the tensor product: For operators O which are are arbitrary finite sums of products
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of bounded operators on CN , creation and annihilation operators and Weyl operators (with
test functions in L20 ), we have
ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β (O) = hΩSR,β,0 , π(O)ΩSR,β,0iHGNS ,

(2.16)

where (GNS stands for Gelfand-Naimark-Segal)
HGNS = CN ⊗ CN ⊗ HR ,

2.2

π = πS ⊗ πR

and ΩSR,β,0 = ΩS ⊗ ΩR .

(2.17)

Observable algebra O and correlation algebra C

We introduce two spaces of single reservoir particle states (‘test functions’).
(a) The space of observable test functions is L2obs ⊂ L2 (R3 , d3 k), consisting of all functions of the form

|k|p
1 + |k|2 h(k),
(2.18)
f (k) =
p
1 + |k|
where p = − 12 , 21 or p > 1, and h(k) is a function s.t. for j = 0, 1, 2, 3, the derivatives
∂j
∂j
h(k) exist and are bounded for |k| > 0, and satisfy lim|k|→0 ∂|k|
j h(k) 6= 0.
∂|k|j

(b) The test function space for correlation operators L2cor consists of all functions f ∈
L2obs such that eβ|k| f ∈ L2 (R3 , d3 k), where β is the inverse temperature.
In short, the functions in L2obs are three times differentiable and have the infrared behaviour f (k) ∼ |k|p (for |k| small) and ultraviolet behaviour f (k) ∼ |k|−q (for |k| large),
for some q > 3. Functions in L2cor have to decay exponentially in the ultraviolet region.
The observable algebra is defined as
O = B(CN ) ⊗ W0 (L2obs )

(2.19)

where B(CN ) is the algebra of linear operators on CN and where W0 (L2obs ) is the algebra
consisting of all finite sums and products of Weyl operators W (f ) with f ∈ L2obs .2 Next,
introduce the polynomial algebra

P = Span B ⊗ a♯ (f1 ) · · · a♯ (fn ) : B ∈ B(CN ), n ∈ N, fj ∈ L2cor ,
(2.20)

where Span is the linear span (finitely many complex linear combinations) and a♯ denotes
either of a or a∗ , individually in each factor in the product in (2.20). The set P consists of all polynomials of creation and annihilation operators with coefficients in B(CN ).
Furthermore, define the set of operators
 PR
♯
X = Span ei r=1 Br ⊗a (fr ) : R ∈ N, Br ∈ B(CN ), fr ∈ L2cor .
(2.21)
2

It is not hard to extend our results to the case when O is the norm closure of (2.19) (i.e., for W0 (L2obs )
replaced by the C ∗ -algebra W(L2obs )), see the discussion after Theorem 2.2.
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The correlation algebra is defined as

C = Span K1 · · · Kn : n ∈ N, Kj ∈ X ∪ P .

(2.22)

While the observable algebra O consist of bounded operators on HSR , the elements Kj in
(2.22) are generally unbounded operators. One must be careful about the definition of the
product of such operators, showing up in (2.22). See Proposition 2.1.

2.3

Initial states

We use the notation ρ(O) = tr(ρO) for a density matrix ρ and an observable O. The
initial states are of the form
ν
X

ρSR =
ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β Kα∗ · Kα ,
(2.23)
α=1

where ν ∈ N and the Kraus operators Kα belong to an algebra of (possibly unbounded)
operators C acting on HSR . One may extend the results to ν = ∞, see the remarks
after Theorem 2.2. The definition (2.23) gives ρSR as a state in the algebraic sense, as a
functional on observables of SR observables O ∈ O,
ρSR (O) =

ν
X


ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β Kα∗ OKα .

(2.24)

ν
X

Kα∗ Kα = 1l,

(2.25)

α=1

The Kraus operators satisfy

α=1

so that ρSR (1l) = 1 is properly normalized. The initial reduced system state is defined by
the relation

ρS (OS ) = ρSR OS ⊗ 1lR , ∀OS ∈ B(CN ).
(2.26)
The state at time t is given by
itHλ

ρSR (e

−itHλ

·e

)=

ν
X
α=1


ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β Kα∗ eitHλ · e−itHλ Kα .

(2.27)

Technically, it is defined in a standard way as follows (see Section 3.2). Use the Dyson
series to define the dynamics eitHλ · e−itHλ starting from the uncoupled dynamics eitH0 ·
e−itH0 . Then apply the representation map π (2.17) to the Dyson series. One shows that
the resulting series converges, and moreover, that the limit equals eitLλ π(·)e−itLλ , where
Lλ is a self-adjoint operator on HGNS , called the Liouville operator. The term in the sum
(2.27) is defined as

ρS,β ⊗ωR,β Kα∗ eitHλ ·e−itHλ Kα = hΩSR,β,0 , π(Kα∗ )eitLλ π(·)e−itLλ π(Kα )ΩSR,β,0 iHGNS . (2.28)
We prove the following result in Section 3.4:
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Proposition 2.1 The functional ρSR (eitHλ · e−itHλ ) given by (2.27) is a well defined state
(positive, linear, normalized functional) on O, for any choice of the Kj ∈ C.
One can show that ρSR is also defined (finite) on
observables O which are products
P
♯
♯
♯
i R
of polynomials B ⊗ a (f1 ) · · · a (fn ) and operators e r=1 Br ⊗a (fr ) with test functions fj ∈
L2obs . This is a larger class than O. However, it will be more difficult to give a proof of
our main result, Theorem 2.2, for unbounded observables. In the proof, we use the time
uniform estimate keitHλ Oe−itHλ k = kOk, valid for bounded observables O. For undbounded
O (say a product of creation and annihilation operators) one has to find time uniform
bounds of eitHλ Oe−itHλ in a weak sense (on suitable functionals). This complicates the
analysis and we do not address it here.
The collection of initial states does not depend the state ρS,β in the definition (2.23).
Indeed, suppose we had put an arbitrary system density matrix σS in the place of ρS,β in
√
(2.23). Then, since σS = KρS,β K ∗ for K = σS (ρS,β )−1/2 , we obtain the same class of
initial states because changing the system reference state simply amounts to a change in
the Kraus operators. The same is not true for the role of ωR,β in (2.23). If we replace
there ωR,β by ωR,β (K ∗ · K) for some reservoir operator K ∈ C (bounded or unbounded),
then we still obtain the same class of initial states. The set of such states ωR,β (K ∗ · K) are
called normal states w.r.t. ωR,β , they form the folium of ωR,β . However, not all states of
the reservoir are of this form; for instance, ωR,β ′ is not normal w.r.t. ωR,β unless β = β ′.
Normal states differ from each other only ‘quasilocally’. We refer to [6, 19] for a more
precise discussion of this point.
Example. An admissible initial state is for instance
 ∗
1 E
e ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β eE ,
Z
P
P
where Z is a normalization factor and E = j Bj ⊗ a∗ (fj ) + k Dk ⊗ a(fk ) is an arbitrary
expression linear in the creation and annihilation operators. This is a state in which S
and R are entangled, c.f. [39].
ρSR = Λ(ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β ) =

2.4

The main result

Assumptions.
(A1) Smoothness of the form factor. We assume that the form factor g(k) in the interaction (2.5) satisfies
|k|p
h(k),
(2.29)
g(k) =
1 + |k|p+q
for some values p = − 21 , 12 , 23 or p > 2 and q > 2, and where h(k) is a function four
times differentiable with respect to |k| for |k| > 0, such that h and its derivatives
j
are bounded and lim|k|→0 ∂|k|
h(k) 6= 0, j = 0, . . . , 4.
9

(A2) (a) Fermi Golden Rule Condition: The reservoir spectral density is defined as
Z
2
1
|g(ω, Σ)|2dΣ,
ω ≥ 0,
(2.30)
J(ω) = 2 πω
S2

where g(k) is the form factor in the interaction (2.5) and the integral is over
the (polar and azimuthal) angles. We assume that
hφm , Gφn iJ(|Em − En |) 6= 0

for all system energies Em 6= En ,

(2.31)

and where hφm , Gφn i are the matrix elements of the coupling operator G (2.5)
in the system energy basis.
(b) Simplicity of resonance energies. We assume that the so-called level shift operators Λe , e ∈ E0 = {Em − En : m, n = 1, . . . , N}, have simple eigenvalues.
The Λe are explicit matrices describing the second order (λ2 ) corrections to the
energy differences e ∈ E0 , given in Section 3.6.
The assumption (A1) on the form factor is more restrictive than g ∈ L2obs (c.f. (2.18))
in that it requires a more stringent infrared behaviour (values of p) and the existence
of one more derivative, relative to functions in L2obs . The condition (2.31) ensures that
the interaction does not suppress second order (λ2 ) transition processes in S due to the
coupling with R. The reservoir spectral density (2.30) governs these transitions since the
coupling (2.5) is linear in the field operator. This linear form of the interaction is not
necessary for our method to work – other interactions will lead to explicit conditions of
effective coupling but are not expressed in terms of J(ω). The assumptions (A1) together
with (A2a) guarantee that the coupled system-reservoir complex has a unique stationary
state, the coupled equilibrium state, for small nonzero λ, see [27]. (A2b) is a simplifying
assumption that can be quite easily removed by a slightly more cumbersome analysis.
Here is our main result.
Theorem 2.2 (SR dynamics for correlated initial states) There is a constant λ0 >
0 such that if |λ| < λ0 , then the following holds. Let ρSR be an initial system-reservoir
state of the form (2.24) and let ρS be its reduction to S (2.26). Then for all t ≥ 0, O ∈ O,


ρSR eitHλ Oe−itHλ = etLS (λ) ρS ⊗ ωR,β (O) + χ(λ, t, O) + R(λ, t, O),
(2.32)

where LS (λ) is the Davies generator (1.2) and the remainder R(λ, t, O) satisfies
|R(λ, t, O)| ≤ C(O)|λ|1/4.

(2.33)

χ(λ, t, O) = 0
if ρSR = ρS ⊗ ωR,β
χ(λ, t, OS ⊗ 1lR ) = 0
C(O)
|χ(λ, t, O)| ≤
,
1 + t3

(2.34)
(2.35)

The dispersive term satisfies
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(2.36)

and moreover,

|χ(λ, t, O) − ρSR − ρS ⊗ ωR,β (eitH0 Oe−itH0 )| ≤ C(O) |λ|.

(2.37)

The constants C(O) depend on O as well as the initial state ρSR (but are independent of
t, λ). For O = OS ⊗ 1lR we have C(OS ⊗ 1lR ) ≤ ckOS k with c independent of OS .

2.5

Implications

Theorem 2.2 has the following consequences.
(1) Validity of the Born approximation for initially factorized states
For initial states ρSR = ρS ⊗ ωR,β , where ρS is any system density matrix, and for
all t ≥ 0, O ∈ O, we have


ρSR eitHλ Oe−itHλ = etLS (λ) ρS ⊗ ωR,β (O) + O(|λ|1/4 ).
(2.38)

This shows that if the system and reservoir are initially in a product state with the
reservoir in equilibrium, then the total state stays (up to O(|λ|1/4 ) of product form
for all times, and the reservoir stays in its equilibrium state.

(2) Validity of the Markov approximation for initially correlated states
Taking in (2.32) observables of the form O = OS ⊗ 1lR shows the validity of the
Markovian approximation, (1.4), even for initially correlated SR states. Namely,
denoting by ρtS the reduction of the full state ρSR = ρSR (eitHλ · e−itHλ ) at time t, and
ρS = ρt=0
S , we have
sup ρtS − etLS (λ) ρS ≤ C|λ|1/4 ,
(2.39)
t≥0

for a constant C independent of λ, but generally depending on the initial state ρSR .
(As ρtS is a finite-dimensional density matrix, it is not necessary to specify which
norm we take in (2.39). We may take the trace norm.)
(3) Decay of correlations and emergence of the Born approximation regime
The term χ in (2.32) describes the evolution of the correlation between the system and reservoir. According to (2.36) it decays as t−3 . At t = 0, (2.32) gives
χ(λ, t, O) = ρSR (O) − trR {ρSR } ⊗ ωR,β + O(|λ|1/4 ), so if the initial state ρSR differs
from tr{ρSR } ⊗ ωR,β then for small times, the correlation term χ(λ, t, O) can dominate the Markovian term (etLS (λ) ρS ⊗ ωR,β )(O) in (2.32). Whether and by how much
this happens depends on the observable O – as explained in the previous point, for
O = OS ⊗ 1lR we always have χ(λ, t, O) = 0. To see which one of the Markovian or
the correlation contributions are dominant, we use the spectral decomposition [29]
X
2
etLS (λ) =
eit(ej +λ aj ) Pj ,
(2.40)
j
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where the Pj are spectral projections, the ej ∈ R are the Bohr energies of the system (differences of eigenvalues of HS ) and aj ∈ C, Imaj ≥ 0 are the complex energy
corrections (resonances) induced by the interaction with the reservoir. The Marko2
vian dynamics exhibits exponential time decay ∼ e−λ γt in all directions Pj but one,
which represents the projection onto the system equilibrium state at temperature
β (and for which ej = aj = 0). The decay (approach to equilibrium) is exponential
and very slow for small coupling λ. On the other hand, the polynomial decay of the
correlation term, t−3 , happens at a rate which is independent of λ, meaning that
the constant in (2.36) does not depend on λ. (Indeed, that constant encodes the
fact that the reservoir dynamics alone is dispersive away from the projection onto
the reservoir equilibrium state.) It follows that for small coupling, the correlation
term χ can be dominant for small times, but as time increases, the Markovian term
becomes dominant. Then a long time later (λ small), the exponentially decaying
functions lie below the power decay function, and the correlation term is leading once
again, even though by that time, both those terms are smaller than the remainder
O(|λ|4 ).
Further remarks.
(a) The power of the decay in (2.36) depends on the smoothness of the form factor g,
(2.5), which in turn determines the decay speed of the reservoir correlation function
[30, 31]. We get higher powers ∼ t−n assuming that g is (n + 1) times differentiable
and that the test functions in L2obs are n times differentiable. Under a certain
analyticity condition on g (see [29]) and on the test functions in L2obs , one can show
that the time decay in (2.36) is exponential, with a λ-independent decay rate.
(b) We cannot ascertain in general that the constant C(O) in Theorem 2.2 are bounded
in the values of t > 0 for time-dependent observables of the form O = eitH0 O ′ e−itH0 .
This is so since the constant will depend on ‘Sobolev norms’ of test functions appearing in the observables, that is, on their smoothness (the L2 (R3 , d3 k) norm of
their derivatives w.r.t. |k|). But eitHR W (f )e−itHR = W (ei|k|tf ) has a test function
ei|k|tf (k) that is rough (large |k|-derivative) for large t. Nevertheless, if O = OS ⊗1lR ,
then C(eitHS OS e−iHS t ⊗ 1lR ) ≤ ckOSk is bounded uniformly in time.
(c) In the weak coupling regime one takes simultaneously λ → 0 and t → ∞, keeping
τ = λ2 t ∈ R fixed. By (2.33), (2.36) and the previous discussion point,


τ
τ
lim R λ, λτ2 , (e−i λ2 HS ⊗ 1lR )O(ei λ2 HS ⊗ 1lR ) = 0

 λ→0
i τ2 H0 −i τ2 HS
i τ2 HS
−i τ2 H0
λ
λ
λ
λ
= 0.
lim (ρSR − ρS ⊗ ωR,β ) e
(e
⊗ 1lR )O(e
⊗ 1lR )e
λ→0

Thus (2.32) gives for all τ > 0, O ∈ O

 τ

i τ2 HS
−i τ2 Hλ
i 2 Hλ −i τ2 HS
λ
λ
λ
λ
(e
⊗ 1lR )O(e
⊗ 1lR )e
= eτ K ρS ⊗ ωR,β (O).
lim ρSR e
λ→0
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This shows that in the weak coupling scaling limit, the total system-reservoir state
(in the interaction picture when the system dynamics is removed) is of the product
form (eτ K ρS ) ⊗ ωR,β for all τ > 0. This fact was already observed in [38].
(d) If O belongs to the norm closure of O, then take an arbitrary ǫ > 0 and Oǫ ∈ O such
that kO − Oǫ k < ǫ. The quantity ρSR (eitHλ Oe−itHλ ) is still well defined and we have
ρSR (eitHλ Oe−itHλ ) − ρSR (eitHλ Oǫ e−itHλ ) = O(ǫ), uniformly in t. Theorem (2.2) then
−itHλ
gives the expansion (2.32) for ρSR (eitHλ O
), with constants C(Oǫ ) depending
ǫe

tLS (λ)
on ǫ. In the main term, e
ρS ⊗ ωR,β (Oǫ ) + χ(λ, t, Oǫ ), we can replace Oǫ again
by O, making an error of O(ǫ), uniformly in λ and t (see also (3.49)). This shows
that (2.32) remains valid for any O in the norm closure of O, modulo adding an
arbitrarily small term O(ǫ) and allowing the constants C(O) to depend also on ǫ.
One may use a similar argument to extend the result of Theorem 2.2 to ν = ∞ in
(2.23).
Connections. The mathematical method we are using is based on [30, 31]. To our
knowledge, this is the only approach able to handle perturbation theory in small λ valid
for all times t ≥ 0. On the physics side, our work is close to [38, 39], where the authors
show that the master equation is valid for correlated initial states in the weak coupling
limit (see the Remark (c) above). Their technique is based on the Nakajima-Zwanzig
projection method and does not extend beyond the weak coupling scaling regime. In
some aspects, the setup in [38, 39] is more general (allowing to treat NESS for example
– an extension of our methods to include this is planned) and in some aspects it is less
general (their Kraus operators have to be bounded for the main result in [38] – even
though unbounded ones are used in applications given in [39]).
One of our main conclusions is that initial correlations do not invalidate the Markovian
approximation. This means that the distinguishability (trace distance) of reduced system
states cannot increase during the evolution (by more than O(|λ|1/4 )). An important
feature responsible for this is that the reservoir dynamics is dispersive, meaning that the
evolution converges to the stationary (equilibrium) state. This is built into the model
by taking the infinite volume limit (continuous reservoir mode frequencies) and by the
continuity of the spectrum of HR (see also [30, 31, 29]). In contrast, if R is finite, an Mlevel system with discrete energy levels, then different effects appear. Those are studied
in a variety of papers. It is shown in [25, 13] that for finite-dimensional S and R, the
backflow of information R → S can lead to an increase in the distinguishability if the
SR state is initially correlated, an effect which cannot happen for initial product states.
The increase is a measure for non-Markovianity of the dynamics. In this situation, initial
correlations lead to non-Markovianity of the system dynamics. A related question is
whether and how the system dynamics can be represented by completely positive, Kraus
representation maps. In [20], the authors consider finite-dimensional S and R and show
that a Kraus representation is valid for all times and for general initial correlations if and
only if the joint dynamics is local unitary (no SR coupling). It is shown in [34] that the
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dynamics of an open N-level system can be described by at most N 2 completely positive
trace preserving maps. The result is built on a decomposition of the (correlated) initial
state using a so-called bath-positive decomposition.
In [3], a new correlation picture approach is used to show that the reduced system
dynamics satisfies a Lindblad-like master equation, in which the jump operators depend
on the initial SR correlation, yielding a nonlinear evolution equation. The philosophy
there is to build a weak correlation, rather than a weak coupling, perturbation theory.
The corresponding perturbation series does not converge uniformly in time, but allows to
analyze a strongly interacting SR dynamics for finite times.

3

Proof of Theorem 2.2

3.1

Purification of ρSR

Our approach follows the works [30, 31] (see also [23]) and we adopt the notation of [31].
The first step is to work with a purification of the initial state ρSR . Consider ρS ⊗ ωR,β ,
where ρS is an arbitrary density matrix acting on CN and ωR,β is the reservoir equilibrium
state (2.13). The state ρS ⊗ ωR,β is represented by a vector
Ψ0 = ΨS ⊗ ΩR ∈ HGNS

(3.1)

in the new ‘purification’ Hilbert space
HGNS = HS ⊗ HR
where
HS = CN ⊗ CN

and HR =

M
n≥0

L2sym (R × S 2 )n , (du × dΣ)n

(3.2)


(3.3)

is the (symmetric) Fock space over the one-particle space
L2 (R × S 2 , du × dΣ) ≡ L2 (R × S 2 ).

(3.4)

Here, dΣ is the uniform measure over the unit sphere S 2 ⊂ R3 . The link between ρS ⊗ωR,β
and (3.1) is given by a representation map
π = πS ⊗ πR : O → L(H),

(3.5)

mapping observables O acting on CN ⊗ F (before purification (2.2)) to operators on HGNS
(after purification (3.2)), in such a way that

ρS ⊗ ωR,β (O) = hΨ0 , π(O)Ψ0iHGNS .
(3.6)
The vector ΩR in (3.1) is the vacuum vector in the Fock space HR (3.3). It is the
purification of the reservoir thermal equilibrium. The vector ΨS ∈ CN ⊗ CN is the
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purification of the system density matrix ρS . For example, the purification of the system
Gibbs state ρS,β (2.8) is given by
−1/2

ΩS,β = ZS,β

N
X
j=1

e−βEj /2 φj ⊗ φj ∈ CN ⊗ CN ,

(3.7)

where ZS,β = trS e−βHS . The representation map π, (3.5) is explicitly given by
πS (A) = A ⊗ 1lS ,
πR (W (f )) = Wβ (τβ f ),

(3.8)
(3.9)

τβ : L2 (R3 , d3 k) → L2 (R × S 2 , du × dΣ)

(3.10)

where
takes a function f (k), k ∈ R3 , into the function (τβ f )(u, Σ), u ∈ R, Σ ∈ S 2 , defined by
r


u
f (u, Σ),
u≥0
1/2
|u|
.
(3.11)
τβ f (u, Σ) =
¯
−βu
−f (−u, Σ) u < 0
1− e
On the right side of (3.11), g is represented in spherical coordinates, u = |k| ≥ 0, Σ ∈ S 2 .
The Weyl operator W (f ) on the left side of (3.9) is given by (2.12) and is defined for
f ∈ L2 (R3 , d3k). The Weyl operator on the right side is defined for functions f ∈ L2 (R ×
S 2 , du × dΣ), as Wβ (f ) = eiϕβ (f ) , where ϕβ (f ) = √12 [a∗β (f ) + aβ (f )] is the field operator
in the Fock space HR , (3.3), smoothed out with f . The representation map πR is also
defined on creation operators, by the explicit formula

p

p
u
u
1/2
1/2 ¯
|u|
f
(u,
Σ)χ
(u)
−
a
|u|
f
(−u,
Σ)χ
(u)
,
πβ (a∗ (f )) = a∗β
+
β
−
1− e−βu
1− e−βu
(3.12)
where χ+ (u) = 1 if u ≥ 0 and χ+ (u) = 0 for u < 0 (and χ− (u) = 1 − χ+ (u)). We refer to
[6, 29, 31, 32] for more detail. The purification of the initial state ρSR (2.24) is given by
ν
X
α=1

ρS,β ⊗

ωR,β Kα∗ OKα



=

ν
X
α=1

hΩSR,β,0 , π(Kα∗ )π(O)π(Kα)ΩSR,β,0 i,

(3.13)

where the inner product is that of HGNS (3.2) and
ΩSR,β,0 = ΩS,β ⊗ ΩR

(3.14)

is the uncoupled equilibrium (KMS) state. We note that π is well defined on polynomials
in creation and annihilation operators (and limits thereof), see (2.11), and π(C) is a
well defined set of unbounded operators on HGNS . We prove in Lemma 3.4 below that
π(K)ΩSR,β,0 is well defined for any K ∈ C. This guarantees that (3.13) is well defined.
One can see the right hand side of (3.13) as the definition of our state ρSR .
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3.2

Coupled dynamics and Liouville operator

The uncoupled Heisenberg dynamics α0t (O) = eitH0 Oe−itH0 leaves O invariant (see (2.19)),
but the interacting dynamics eitHλ Oe−itHλ does not. It is thus not a priori clear how to
represent eitHλ Oe−itHλ as an operator in HGNS . However, we can extend the domain of π
and define a self-adjoint Liouville operator on HGNS , such that for O ∈ O,

π eitHλ Oe−itHλ = eitLλ π(O)e−itLλ .
(3.15)
To do this we proceed in a standard way using the Dyson expansion
Z
X
itHλ
−itHλ
t
n
dt1 · · · dtn Tt1 ,...,tn (O),
e Oe
= α0 (O) +
(iλ)
n≥1

where

(3.16)

0≤t1 ≤···≤tn ≤t

t

Tt1 ,...,tn (O) = [α0tn (V ), [α0n−1 (V ), . . . , [α0t1 (V ), α0t (O)] . . .]]

(3.17)

is the multiple commutator and V = G ⊗ϕ(g) is the interaction operator (2.5). The series
(3.16) converges in the strong sense on suitable states. It is easy to check that
π(eitH0 Oe−itH0 ) = eitL0 π(O)e−itL0 ,

(3.18)

where the uncoupled Liouville operator is (not writing obvious factors 1l)
L0 = LS + LR ,

LS = HS ⊗ 1lS − 1lS ⊗ HS ,

LR = dΓ(u).

(3.19)

Here, dΓ(u) is the second quantization of multiplication by the radial variable u ∈ R,
acting on the Fock space HR (3.3). In particular, eitLR aβ (f )e−itLR = aβ (eitu f ) is a Bogoliubov transformation. We now apply π toP
the right side of (3.16). More precisely, one
shows that π applied to the truncated series N
n=1 . . . has a strong limit as N → ∞. Due
to the structure of the sum, the limit operator has again the form of a Dyson series and
equals eitLλ π(O)e−itLλ (see for instance Section 2.1.3 of [18] for details). The self-adjoint
operator Lλ is called the Liouville operator and has the form
Lλ = L0 + λI,

(3.20)


where the interaction operator I in (3.20) is given by I = π G ⊗ ϕ(g) − Jπ G ⊗ ϕ(g) J
(compare with (2.5)), where J is the modular conjugation. The explicit form of J is well
known, see e.g. (1.21) of [22]. One then gets the expression [22, 29]
I = G ⊗ 1lS ⊗ ϕβ (τβ g) − 1lS ⊗ CGC ⊗ ϕβ (e−βu/2 τβ g),

(3.21)

where C is the operator taking complex conjugation of components of vectors in CN
written in the eigenbasis of HS . The construction of Lλ associated to Hλ is well understood
[21, 5, 12, 29]. The upshot is that the right side of (3.15) defines the dynamics of the
infinitely extended system.
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From perturbation theory of equilibrium (KMS) states [12, 6] we know that the interacting system-reservoir complex has a unique equilibrium state, represented by a normalized vector ΩSR,β,λ ∈ H, satisfying
Lλ ΩSR,β,λ = 0.

(3.22)

The vector ΩSR,β,λ is analytic in λ at the origin, with (c.f. (3.14))
kΩSR,β,λ − ΩSR,β,0 k ≤ C|λ|.

3.3

(3.23)

Resonance expansion and proof of Theorem 2.2

The expectation of a system-reservoir observable O ∈ O in the state ρSR at time t is
itHλ

ρSR (e

−itHλ

Oe

)=

ν
X
α=1


ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β Kα∗ eitHλ Oe−itHλ Kα .

(3.24)

We now analyze one of the terms in the sum, for a fixed α, writing simply K for Kα , and
we will restore the sum over the α at the end. According to (3.13), (3.15) we have

ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β K ∗ eitHλ O e−itHλ K = hΩSR,β,0 , π(K ∗ )eitLλ π(O)e−itLλ π(K)ΩSR,β,0 i, (3.25)

where ΩSR,β,0 is the uncoupled KMS state (3.14). The representation π ′ (·) = Jπ(·)J
has the property that π ′ (X) and π(Y ) commute for all operators X, Y (Tomita-Takesaki,
[6, 29]); for unbounded X, Y the commutation is understood in the strong (or weak) sense
on suitable vectors. We now use the identity

π(X)ΩSR,β,0 = π ′ e−βH0 /2 X ∗ eβH0 /2 ΩSR,β,0 ,
(3.26)
which holds provided the operator e−βH0 /2 X ∗ eβH0 /2 is well defined (note that eβH0 /2 is
unbounded). The relation (3.26) is derived as follows. We have
π(X)ΩSR,β,0 = J∆1/2 π(X ∗ )J∆1/2 ΩSR,β,0
= J∆1/2 π(X ∗ )∆−1/2 JΩSR,β,0 .

(3.27)

The first equality in (3.27) is the defining property of J and ∆ and the modular operator
is ∆ = e−βL0 . The second equality in (3.27) follows from JL0 = −L0 J [6, 12, 5, 29]. Next,
∆1/2 π(X ∗ )∆−1/2 = eitL0 π(X ∗ )e−itL0
itH0

= π(e

∗ −itH0

X e

−βH0 /2

= π(e

)

t=iβ/2
t=iβ/2

∗ βH0 /2

X e

).

(3.28)

Using that Jπ(·)J = π ′ (·) and combining (3.28) with (3.27) yields (3.26). Due to (3.26)
we may replace, in (3.25), π(K) by π ′ (e−βH0 /2 K ∗ eβH0 /2 ) and use that the latter operator
commutes with eitLλ π(O)e−itLλ ,

ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β K ∗ eitHλ O e−itHλ K
= ΩSR,β,0 , π(K ∗ )π ′ (e−βH0 /2 K ∗ eβH0 /2 )eitLλ π(O)e−itLλ ΩSR,β,0 .
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(3.29)

By (3.22) we have e−itLλ ΩSR,β,λ = ΩSR,β,λ and so

eitLλ π(O)e−itLλ ΩSR,β,0 = eitLλ π(O)ΩSR,β,λ + eitLλ π(O) ΩSR,β,0 − ΩSR,β,λ ,

(3.30)

where the uncoupled equilibrium state ΩSR,β,0 is given in (3.14). We combine (3.29), (3.30)
and (3.23) into

ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β K ∗ eitHλ O e−itHλ K = hφ, eitLλ ψi + R1 (t, λ),
(3.31)
where

φ = π(K)π ′ (eβH0 /2 Ke−βH0 /2 )ΩSR,β,0
ψ = π(O)ΩSR,β,0

(3.32)

and
|R1 (λ, t)| ≤ C|λ| kOk π(K)π ′ (eβH0 /2 Ke−βH0 /2 )ΩSR,β,0 ,

(3.33)

uniformly in t ∈ R. Now we apply the results of [30] to the main term on the right side
of (3.31). That work gives an expansion of hφ, eitLλ ψi for vectors φ, ψ satisfying
φ, ψ ∈ D,

L̄λ φ, L̄λ ψ ∈ D,

(3.34)

where L̄λ = PR⊥ Lλ PR⊥ |RanPR⊥ and where D ⊂ HGNS is a suitable sense set which we present
in (3.89) below. The orthogonal projection PR is defined as
PR = 1lS ⊗ |ΩR ihΩR |,

PR⊥ = 1l − PR .

(3.35)

We show that (3.34) holds in Section 3.5 and continue here the analysis using the result
of Theorem 2.1 of [30],
⊥

⊥

hφ, eitLλ ψi = hφ, (eit(M (λ) ⊗ PR )ψi + hφ, PR⊥ eitPR Lλ PR PR⊥ ψi + R(λ, t),

(3.36)

with a remainder satisfying
R(λ, t) ≤ C|λ|1/4 A(φ, ψ),

(3.37)

for constants C and A independent of λ and t ≥ 0. We now explain the operator M(λ)
in (3.36). Denote by E0 the set of all differences of eigenvalues of HS (i.e., the spectrum
of LS , (3.19)). Denote the eigenprojection of L0 associated to e ∈ E0 by Pe = PS,e ⊗ PR ,
where PS,e is the eigenprojection of LS and define the level shift operator
Λe = −Pe IPe⊥ (L0 − e + i0+ )−1 IPe ,

(3.38)

where i0+ is the limit of iǫ as ǫ → 0+ (the limit in (3.38) exists in operator norm, see
[30, 31]). The operator Λe acts on ranPe . It is explained in detail in [30] how Λe determines
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the eigenvalues of Lλ close to e. Under the Fermi Golden Rule and simplicity conditions
(A2a), (A2b), the operator M(λ) in (3.36) is given by
M
Λe .
(3.39)
M(λ) = LS + λ2 Λ,
Λ=
e∈E0

The operators LS and Λ commute. Now that we have explained the objects defining the
dynamics ‘along PR ’ in (3.36) we can analyze it further. Writing
X
X
π(O) =
π(OSj ⊗ ORj ) =
πS (OSj ) ⊗ πR (ORj )
(3.40)
j

j

and taking into account (3.32) and (3.35), it follows that
X

hφ, (eitM (λ) ⊗ PR )ψi =
ωR,β (ORj ) φ, eitM (λ) πS (OSj )ΩS,β ⊗ ΩR
j

=

X
j


ωR,β (ORj ) φ, πS (etL∗ OSj )ΩS,β ⊗ ΩR ,

where the operator L∗ is uniquely defined by (see also [29, 30, 31])

eitM (λ) πS (X)ΩS,β = πS etL∗ X ΩS,β ,
for all system operators X ∈ B(CN ).
The second factor of the summand of (3.41) is (c.f. (3.32))

φ, πS (etL∗ OSj )ΩS,β ⊗ ΩR

= π(K)ΩSR,β,0 , π etL∗ OSj ⊗ 1lR π ′ (e−βH0 /2 K ∗ eβH0 /2 )ΩSR,β,0

= ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β K ∗ (etL∗ OSj ⊗ 1lR )K ,

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

where we used (3.24), (3.26) in the last step. Now we remember that we wrote K for Kα ,
and summing over α, as per (3.24), we obtain from (3.31), (3.36),
XX

ρSR (eitHλ Oe−itHλ ) =
ωR,β (ORj ) ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β Kα∗ (etL∗ OSj ⊗ 1lR )Kα
α

j

⊥

⊥

+ Φ, PR⊥ eitPR Lλ PR PR⊥ π(O)ΩSR,β,0 + R2 (λ, t),
where
Φ=

ν
X

π(Kα )π ′ (eβH0 /2 Kα e−βH0 /2 )ΩSR,β,0

(3.44)

(3.45)

α=1

and the remainder is the sum of (3.33) and (3.37),
|R2 (λ, t)| ≤ C|λ|1/4

ν


X
A π(Kα )π ′ (eβH0 /2 Kα e−βH0 /2 )ΩSR,β,0 , π(O)ΩSR,β,0
α=1

+C|λ| kOk

ν
X

π(Kα )π ′ (eβH0 /2 Kα e−βH0 /2 )ΩSR,β,0 .

α=1
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(3.46)

In terms of the reduced initial state ρS , defined in (2.26), the first term on the right side
of (3.44) is simply
XX

ωR,β (ORj ) ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β Kα∗ (etL∗ OSj ⊗ 1lR )Kα
α

=

j

X
j

=

X
j


ρS etL∗ OSj ωR,β (ORj )



(etL ρS ) ⊗ ωR,β (OSj ⊗ ORj ) = (etL ρS ) ⊗ ωR,β (O),

(3.47)

where L is the adjoint of L∗ with respect to the inner product (X, Y ) = trS X ∗ Y of the
space of system operators. It is shown in the Appendix of [29] that L is the Davies
generator. Combine (3.47) and (3.44),

ρSR (eitHλ Oe−itHλ ) = (etL ρS ) ⊗ ωR,β (O) + χ(λ, t, O) + R2 (λ, t),
(3.48)
where (recall Φ is given in (3.45))

⊥

⊥

χ(λ, t, O) = Φ, PR⊥ eitPR Lλ PR PR⊥ π(O)ΩSR,β,0 .

(3.49)

This is the expansion (2.32) of Theorem 2.2. The decay (2.36) follows from the regularity
of the resolvent, as explained in (1.10) of [30] (see also the related Lemma 3.1 below).
Note that PR⊥ π(OS ⊗ 1lR )ΩSR,β,0 = 0. Using this in (3.49) shows (2.35). Furthermore, for
initial states ρRS = ρS ⊗ ωR,β the Kraus operators are of the form Kα = Kα′ ⊗ 1lR and
thus PR⊥ Φ = 0, see (3.45). Using this information in (3.49) shows (2.34). We now prove
(2.37). From (3.49),
χ(λ, t, O) = hΦ, PR⊥ eitL0 π(O)ΩSR,β,0i + T (λ, t, O)

(3.50)

where, writing X̄ for PR⊥ XPR⊥ |RanPR⊥ ,
T (λ, t, O) = iλ

Z

0

t

¯ −i(s−t)L0 P ⊥ π(O)ΩSR,β,0 ds.
Φ, PR⊥ eisL̄λ Ie
R

(3.51)

Using that PR⊥ = 1l − PR one readily sees that



hΦ, PR⊥ eitL0 π(O)ΩSR,0 i = ρSR eitH0 Oe−itH0 − (ρS ⊗ ωR,β ) eitH0 Oe−itH0 .

(3.52)

In order to show the bound (2.37) it suffices to prove that for all t ≥ 0,
|T (λ, t, O)| ≤ C|λ|.

(3.53)

The clue in this bound is that the integrand of (3.51) decays in s sufficiently quickly to
be integrable. Let A = dΓ(i∂u ), acting on HS (3.3). Denote the j-fold commutator of X̄
with Ā by adjĀ (X̄) = [· · · [[X̄, Ā], Ā] · · · ].
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Lemma 3.1 Suppose the form factor g satisfies k∂uj τβ gkL2 (R×S 2 ) < ∞ for j = 0, . . . , 4
and suppose X is an operator such that k N −1/2 adjĀ (X̄) N −1/2 k < ∞ for j = 1, 2, 3, where
N = dΓ(1lHR ) is the number operator in the Fock space HR (see (3.3) and also (3.80)).
Then we have
max

1≤r≤3

Φ, (L̄λ − z)−1 X̄(L̄0 − ζ)−r Ψ

≤ CX̄ kΦk3 kΨk3 ,

(3.54)

uniformly in z, ζ with Imz, Imζ < 0. Here, k · kj is the norm (3.88) and CX̄ is a constant
depending on X̄.
We give a proof of Lemma 3.1 below. For now we apply it to estimate the term
(3.51). We write the propagator e−i(s−t)L0 in its resolvent representations (Fourier-Laplace
transform, see also equation (1.30) in [30]), for w > 0,
¯ −i(s−t)L0 P ⊥ π(O)ΩSR,β,0
Φ, PR⊥ eisL̄λ Ie
R
Z
i(t−s)ζ
e
−1
¯ L̄0 − ζ)−1P ⊥ Ψidζ,
hΦ, PR⊥ eisL̄λ I(
=
R
2πi R−iw (ζ + i)2

(3.55)

where Ψ = (L̄0 + i)2 π(O)ΩSR,β,0. Next we proceed analogously for eisL̄λ to obtain (set
τ = t − s)
Z
Z
Z
ei(t−τ )z
eiτ ζ
−1 2 t
dτ
dz
dζ
T (λ, t, O) = iλ
2πi
(z + i)2 R−iw
(ζ + i)2
0
R−iw
¯ L̄0 − ζ)−1Ψi,
×hΦ′ , (L̄λ − z)−1 I(
(3.56)
with Φ′ = (L̄λ + i)2 Φ. One shows that Ψ and Φ′ are well defined and kΦ′ k3 , kΨk3 < ∞
by the arguments of Section 3.5. We divide the τ integral into τ ∈ [0, 1] and τ ∈ [1, t], so
T (λ, t, O) = T1 (λ, t, O) + T2 (λ, t, O),
(3.57)
Rt
Rt
where T1 is given by (3.56) with 0 replaced by 1 and |T2 (λ, t, O)| ≤ C|λ|. To analyze
T1 , we use (twice) that eiτ ζ = iτ1 ∂ζ eiτ ζ and integrate by parts in ζ, to arrive at
Z
Z
Z
ei(t−τ )z
−1 2 t −1
dz
dζ eiτ ζ
dτ 2
T1 (λ, t, O) = iλ
2
2πi
τ
(z
+
i)
R−iw
R−iw
1

2
−2
′
−1 ¯
×∂ζ (ζ + i) hΦ , (L̄λ − z) I(L̄0 − ζ)−1 Ψi .

(3.58)

¯ L̄0 − ζ)−1Ψi},
We now use Lemma 3.1 to bound the term ∂ζ2 {(ζ + i)−2 hΦ′ , (L̄λ − z)−1 I(
and we arrive at
Z t
dτ
≤ C|λ|,
∀t ≥ 1.
(3.59)
|T1 (λ, t, O)| ≤ C|λ|
2
1 τ
¯ and kN −1/2 adj (I)N
¯ −1/2 k < ∞
Note that in the application of Lemma 3.1, we took X̄ = I,
Ā
is guaranteed by the condition 2.29 on the form factor g. This shows the relation (3.53)
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and hence (2.37). The proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete, modulo a proof of Lemma (3.1),
which we now present.
Proof of Lemma 3.1.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [31], one considers the
¯
regularization L̄λ (α) = L̄0 + iα N̄ + λI(α),
α > 0, where
Z
1
¯ −iαsĀ ds,
¯
fb(s)eiαsĀ Ie
A = dΓ(i∂u )
(3.60)
I(α) = √
2π R

and fb is the Fourier transform of a Schwartz function f satisfying f (k) (0) = 1, k =
0, 1, 2, . . . The bound (3.54) follows if the same (α independent) bound can be shown
with L̄λ , L̄0 replaced by L̄λ (α), L̄0 (α), see Section 3.1.1 of [31]. Let us write for short
Rz = (L̄λ (α) − z)−1 and Sζ = (L̄0 (α) − ζ)−1. We also write X instead of X̄ in the
¯ Note that Sζ = eαA (L0 − ζ)−1e−αA . Using
remainder of the proof, and A for Ā, I for I.
that ∂α (Sζ )k = ASζk − Sζk A and ∂α Rz = ARz − Rz A + λRz Y Rz , where
Z
1
Y = ∂α I(α) − [A, I(α)] = √
(is − 1)fb(s)eiαsA [A, I]e−iαsA ds,
(3.61)
2π R
we get

∂α hΦ, Rz XSζ3 Ψi = hΦ, ARz XSζ3 Ψi − Φ, Rz XSζ3 AΨi

+hΦ, Rz [X, A]Sζ3 Ψ + λhΦ, Rz Y Rz XSζ3 Ψi.

(3.62)

Using that k N 1/2Rz AΦk ≤ Cα−1/2 kΦk2 (see Proposition 3.4(2) of [31]) and kRz k, kSζ k ≤
C/α (see Proposition 3.3(1) of [31]), together with the fact that k N −1/2 Y N −1/2 k ≤ Cαℓ ,
for any ℓ = 1, 2, . . . provided k∂uj τβ gkL2 < ∞ (j = 0, . . . , ℓ + 1, see Proposition 3.4(1)
of [31]3 ), we estimate |hΦ, ARz XSζ3 Ψi| ≤ Cα−3 k N −1/2 X N −1/2 k kΦk2 kΨk2 and the same
upper bound for the second term on the right side of (3.62). The third one is estimated
by |hΦ, Rz [X, A]Sζ3 Ψi| ≤ Cα−3 k N −1/2[X, A] N −1/2 k kΦk2 kΨk2 . For the fourth term on
the right side, we take ℓ = 1 to get |hΦ, Rz Y Rz XSζ3 Ψi| ≤ Cα−3 k N −1/2X N −1/2 kΦk1 kΨk1
(we also use the bound k N 1/2 Rz N 1/2 k ≤ C, c.f. Proposition 3.3(2) of [31]). All together,
we obtain
∂α hΦ, Rz XSζ3 Ψi ≤ Cα−3 kΦk2 kΨk2 .
(3.63)
We integrate in α, using that |hΦ, Rz XSζ3 Ψi|α=1 ≤ CkΦk kΨk, to obtain
hΦ, Rz XSζ3 Ψi ≤ C(1 + α−2 )kΦk2 kΨk2 .

(3.64)

Now we use the bound (3.64) to estimate the three first terms on the right side of (3.62)
from above by C(1 + α−2 )kΦk3 kΨk3 , provided that k N −1/2 [[X, A], A] N −1/2 k < ∞. The
norm is now k · k3 due to the presence of the operator A in the first two terms of the
3

This convenient bound is not hard to derive by expanding eiαsA [A, I]e−iαsA in (3.61) in a power series
in α and using that f (k) (0) = 1.
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right side of (3.62). We use ℓ = 2 to estimate the last term on the right side of (3.62)
and hence we get (3.63) with α−3 replaced by α−2 . Thus (3.64) holds with α−2 replaced
by α−1 . We now repeat the process one more time, using the latest bounds in (3.62)
and integrating to obtain |hΦ, Rz XSζ3 Ψi| ≤ CkΦk3 kΨk3 . It is assumed that ℓ = 3 and
k N −1/2 [[[X, A], A], A] N −1/2 k < ∞.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1 and hence that of Theorem 2.2.


3.4

Proof of Proposition 2.1

We first show Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 detailing some representation independent bounds
on polynomials of creation, annihilation and Weyl operators. Then give the proof of
Proposition 2.1, starting at (3.79) below.
The number operator on the Fock space F (2.4) is given by
Z
b = dΓ(1lF ) =
N
a∗ (k)a(k)d3 k.
(3.65)
R3

b for 1lCN ⊗ N.
b In order to alleviate the notation, in this section we will
We often write N
b , even though N also denotes the dimension
use the symbol N for the number operator N
of the system Hilbert space.
Lemma 3.2 For any K ∈ X ∪ P and any ǫ > 0, we have kKe−ǫN k < ∞.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let K = a(σ1 ) (f1 ) · · · a(σℓ ) (fℓ ) ∈ P,where σj ∈ {±1} and
a(+1) (f ) = a∗ (f ), a(−1) (f ) = a(f ). Let ξ(N) be a function of N. Since Na∗ (f ) =
a∗ (f )(N + 1) we have ξ(N)a∗ (f ) = a∗ (f )ξ(N + 1) and similarly ξ(N)a(f ) = a(f )ξ(N − 1),
so in short, ξ(N)a(σ) (f ) = a(σ) (f )ξ(N + σ). Taking ξ(N) = (N + ℓ)1/2 ,
K = a(σ1 ) (f1 )(N + ℓ)−1/2 · (N + ℓ)1/2 a(σ2 ) (f2 ) · · · a(σℓ ) (fℓ )
1/2
P
= a(σ1 ) (f1 )(N + ℓ)−1/2 · a(σ2 ) (f2 ) · · · a(σℓ ) (fℓ ) N + ℓ + ℓj=2 σj
.

(3.66)

K = a(σ1 ) (f1 )(N + ℓ)−1/2 · · · a(σℓ ) (fℓ )(N + ℓ)−1/2 · B,

(3.67)

Using (N + ℓ)−1/2 (N + ℓ)1/2 = 1l next to every a(σj ) (fj ) and pulling (N + ℓ)1/2 to the right
as in (3.66) gives

where
B = (N + ℓ)1/2 (N + ℓ + σℓ−1 )1/2 (N + ℓ + σℓ−1 + σℓ−2 )1/2 · · · (N + ℓ +
≤ (N + 2ℓ)ℓ/2 .

Pℓ

j=2 σj )

1/2

(3.68)

We know that ka(σ) (f )(N + 1)−1/2 k ≤ kf kL2 , see e.g. [6, 32]. It follows from (3.67) and
(3.68),
(3.69)
kKe−ǫN k ≤ kf1 kL2 · · · kfℓ kL2 sup(n + 2ℓ)ℓ/2 e−ǫn .
n∈N
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Now for 0 < ǫ < 1/4 (which we can take without loss of generality), we have
sup(n + 2ℓ)ℓ/2 e−ǫn ≤
n∈N

 ℓ ℓ/2
2ǫ

(3.70)

and so it follows from (3.69) and (3.70) that the statement of Lemma 3.2 holds for K a
product of creation and annihilation operators and hence for all K ∈ P. Next let
K = ei

PR

r=1

Br ⊗a♯ (fr )

∈ X.

(3.71)

We expand the exponential,
−ǫN

Ke

R
∞ ℓ X
X
ℓ
i 
Br ⊗ a♯ (fr ) e−ǫN .
=
ℓ! r=1
ℓ=0

(3.72)

P
♯
ℓ
ℓ
We then multiply out the product [ R
r=1 Br ⊗ a (fr )] into a sum of R terms, each term
being an element of the form H ⊗ Q ∈ P, where H ∈ B(CN ) and Q is a product of ℓ
creation and annihilation operators. By (3.69), (3.70), kQe−ǫN k ≤ C ℓ (ℓ/(2ǫ))ℓ/2 for some
constant C. The norm of the general term in the series (3.72) is bounded above by
R
ℓ
iℓ  X
1  ℓ ℓ/2
Br ⊗ a♯ (fr ) e−ǫN ≤ C ℓ
ℓ! r=1
ℓ! 2ǫ

(3.73)

for another constant C (depending on R) and the series converges for any ǫ > 0 (and any
R), as is easily established using e.g. the ratio test. This shows that (3.72) is a bounded
operator. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.2.

The domain of definition of the operator eǫN , denoted Dom(eǫN ), is a dense set in F .
Lemma 3.3 Given any ǫ > 0, all operators in C are well defined on Dom(eǫN ).
Proof of Lemma 3.3. To control products of operators, we note that ∀s ∈ R,
esN ei

PR

esN a♯ (f )e−sN = e±s a♯ (f )

r=1

Br

⊗a♯ (f

r)

e−sN = ei

PR

r=1

e±s

(3.74)
Br

⊗a♯ (f

r)

,

(3.75)

where the +s exponent is present for a♯ = a∗ and the −s exponent for a♯ = a. Equations
(3.74), (3.75) show that
esN Ce−sN = C,
∀s ∈ R.
(3.76)
Let now Kα ∈ X ∪ P, α = 1, . . . ν. Then ∀ǫ > 0,
K 1 · · · Kν
= K1 e−ǫN (eǫN K2 e−2ǫN ) (e2ǫN K3 e−3ǫN ) · · · (e(ν−1)ǫN Kν e−νǫN )eνǫN .
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(3.77)

For ℓ ≥ 1 integer, e(ℓ−1)ǫN Kℓ e−ℓǫN = e(ℓ−1)ǫN Kℓ e−(ℓ−1)ǫN e−ǫN ≡ Kℓ (ǫ)e−ǫN , where K(ǫ) ∈
X ∪ P is the K with all single-particle functions f, g replaced by e(ℓ−1)ǫ f and e−(ℓ−1)ǫ g for
creation and annihilation operators, respectively, according to (3.74), (3.75). As shown
in Lemma 3.2, we have kKℓ (ǫ)e−ǫN k < ∞ for any ǫ > 0. It follows that
K1 · · · Kν = K1 e−ǫN K2 (ǫ)e−ǫN K3 (ǫ)e−ǫN · · · Kν (ǫ)e−ǫN eνǫN

(3.78)

is a well defined operator on Dom(eνǫN ), for any ǫ > 0. This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.3.

Proof of Proposition 2.1. To prove Proposition 2.1, we consider
ρS,β ⊗ ωR,β (K ∗ eitHλ Oe−itHλ K) = hΩSR,β,0 , π(K ∗ )eitLλ π(O)e−itLλ π(K)ΩSR,β,0 i

(3.79)

for some K ∈ C and O ∈ O. We only need to show the following result.
Lemma 3.4 We have kπ(K)ΩSR,β,0 k < ∞ for any K ∈ C.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. According to (3.12) the operator π(a∗ (f )) is the sum of a creation
plus an annihilation operator on the Fock space HR , (3.3), and so we have kπβ (a∗ (f ))( N +
1)−1/2 k < ∞. Here, N is the number operator on the Fock space HR , (3.3),
N = dΓ(1lHR ).

(3.80)

We can then proceed entirely analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.2 to show that for all
K ∈ P, we have kπ(K)e−ǫ N k < ∞, for any ǫ > 0. Next, let K be given by (3.71). From
(3.5), (3.8), (3.12) we get


π Br ⊗ a♯ (fr ) = Br ⊗ 1lS ⊗ a∗β (fr,+ ) + aβ (fr,− ) ,
(3.81)
for functions fr,+ , fr,− ∈ L2 (R × S 2 ). It follows that
PR
PR

∗
♯
π ei r=1 Br ⊗a (fr ) = ei r=1 Br ⊗1lS ⊗[aβ (fr,+ )+aβ (fr,− )] .

(3.82)

Expanding the exponential
as in (3.72) and proceeding exactly as in the proof of Lemma
P
i R
Br ⊗a♯ (fr ) −ǫ N
r=1
3.2 we see that kπ(e
)e
k < ∞ for all ǫ > 0.
So far in this proof, we have shown that
kπ(K)e−ǫ N k < ∞,

∀ǫ > 0,

∀K ∈ X ∪ P.

(3.83)

To see that kπ(K1 · · · Kν )ΩSR,β,0 k < ∞ we proceed as in (3.77), inserting factors 1l =
e−ℓǫ N eℓǫ N ,
π(K1 · · · Kν ) = π(K1 )e−ǫ N (eǫ N π(K2 )e−2ǫ N ) · · · (e(ν−1)ǫ N π(Kν )e−νǫ N )eνǫ N .

(3.84)

All that is left to do is showing that for any ℓ ≥ 1 integer,
ke(ℓ−1)ǫ N π(K)e−ℓǫ N k < ∞,
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∀ǫ > 0, ∀K ∈ X ∪ P.

(3.85)

We do this as above in Lemma 3.3. Indeed, we have for all s ∈ R,
es N a♯β (v)e−s N = e±s aβ (v),
v ∈ L2 (R × S 2 )
PR
PR

−s
s ∗
♯
es N π ei r=1 Br ⊗a (fr ) e−s N = ei r=1 Br ⊗1lS ⊗[e aβ (fr,+ )+e aβ (fr,− )] ,

(3.86)

where again, +s and −s are for the creation and the annihilation operator, respectively,
as in (3.74), (3.75). The bound (3.85) now follows from (3.83) just as in the proof of
Lemma 3.3. This shows that
kπ(K)e−ǫ N k < ∞,

ke(ℓ−1)ǫ N π(K)e−ℓǫ N k < ∞,

∀ℓ ∈ N, ǫ > 0, K ∈ C.

(3.87)

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.4 and hence the proof of Proposition (2.1) is complete.


3.5

Set of regular vectors D and proof of (3.34)

As in [31] we define the norms k · kj , for j = 0, 1, 2, . . ., on HGNS (3.2):
kφkj = k(1 + Ā2 )j/2 φk,

A = dΓ(i∂u ),

Ā = PR⊥ APR⊥ |RanPR⊥ .

(3.88)

We have kφkk ≤ kφkℓ for 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. The dense set D ⊂ HGNS is given by
D = {φ ∈ HGNS : kφk3 < ∞}.

(3.89)

We now verify that (3.34) holds, where the two vectors φ, ψ are given by
φ = π(K)π ′ (eβH0 /2 Ke−βH0 /2 )ΩSR,β,0 ,
ψ = π(O)ΩSR,β,0.

(3.90)

We first show that kφk3 < ∞. We have
eβH0 /2 (B ⊗ a♯ (f ))e−βH0 /2 = eβHS /2 Be−βHS /2 ⊗ a♯ (e±β|k|/2f )

eβH0 /2 ei

PR

r=1

Br

⊗a♯ (f

r)

e−βH0 /2 = ei

PR

βHS /2 B e−βHS /2 ⊗a♯ (e±β|k|/2 f )
r
r
r=1 e

(3.91)
(3.92)

where plus sign in the exponentials in (3.91), (3.92) is present if a♯ = a∗ and the minus
sign if a♯ = a. Note that e±βHS /2 is bounded and e±β|k|/2fr ∈ L2 , so that the operators
(3.91) and (3.92) have the same structure as the operators in C (execpt that here, the
single-particle functions f appear with the weights e±β|k|/2). It follows that analyzing φ in
(3.90) reduces to analyzing vectors of the form φ′ = π(K)π ′ (K ′ )ΩSR,β,0 , where K, K ′ ∈ C0 ,
and where C0 is the algebra defined by (c.f. (2.22))

C0 = LinSpan K1 · · · Kn : Kj ∈ X0 ∪ P0 : n ∈ N ,
(3.93)
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where X0 and P0 are as X and P given in (2.21) and (2.20), but with L2cor replaced by
L2obs (we do not assume eβ|k| f ∈ L2 (R3 , d3 k)). Using that J N = N J and N ΩSR,β,0 = 0,
we get
π(K)π ′ (K ′ )ΩSR,β,0 = π(K)Jπ(K ′ )JΩSR,β,0
= π(K)e−ǫ N Jeǫ N π(K ′ )e−2ǫ N JΩSR,β,0 .

(3.94)

The relation (3.94) together with (3.87) (which holds for K ∈ C0 ) then shows immediately
that kπ(K)π ′ (K ′ )ΩSR,β,0 k < ∞, for all K, K ′ ∈ C0 . In other words, kφk0 < ∞, where
this is the norm (3.88) with j = 0 of the vector φ, (3.90). We now show that kφk3 < ∞.
Writing simply A for Ā (see (3.88)) in the following argument, we have

kφk2j = hφ, (1 + A2 )j φi ≤ Chφ, (1 + A2j )φi = C kφk2 + kAj φk2 ,
(3.95)
for a constant C independent of φ. It follows that kφkj ≤ C(kφk + kAj φk). We thus only
need to show that kA3 φk < ∞, that is, we need to show that
kA3 π(K)π ′ (K ′ )ΩSR,β,0 k < ∞,
We have for all α ∈ R (see also (3.82)),
eiαA π(ei

PR

r=1

Br ⊗a♯ (fr )

)e−iαA = ei

PR

r=1

for all K, K ′ ∈ C0 .

Br ⊗1lS ⊗[a∗β (e−α∂u fr,+ )+aβ (e−α∂u fr,− )]

(3.96)

.

(3.97)

Applying Pthe operation −i∂α |α=0 to the left side of (3.97) gives the commutator of A
R
♯
with π(ei r=1 Br ⊗a (fr ) ). To calculate the corresponding right hand side, we recall that
well-known formula for an operator family Y (α) depeding on α ∈ R,
Z 1

Y (α)
∂α e
=
esY (α) ∂α Y (α) e(1−s)Y (α) ds.
(3.98)
0

Thus −i∂α |α=0 applied to both sides of (3.97) results in the expression
Aπ(ei

PR

♯
r=1 Br ⊗a (fr )

) − π(ei

PR

r=1

Br ⊗a♯ (fr )

)A = C,

(3.99)

where the commutator is
Z 1
PR
♯
C=−
π(eis r=1 Br ⊗a (fr ) )
0

R
X

PR
♯
∗
×
Br ⊗ 1lS ⊗ [aβ (∂u fr,+ ) + aβ (∂u fr,− )] π(ei(1−s) r=1 Br ⊗a (fr ) )ds. (3.100)
r=1

Of course, C is not a bounded operator, as usual, but by (3.87), we have
kCe−ǫ N k < ∞,

keǫ N Ce−2ǫ N k < ∞,
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∀ǫ > 0.

(3.101)

Next, using that Aa∗β (v) − a∗β (v)A = a∗β (i∂u v) for any v ∈ L2 (R × S 2 ), we see that for
any polynomial P ∈ P0 , we have Aπ(P ) − π(P )A = C for an operator C satisfying
again (3.101). Let now L1 , . . . , Ln each be an operator belonging to X0 ∪ P0 . Then
Aπ(L1 · · · Ln ) = π(L1 )Aπ(L2 · · · Ln ) + C1 π(L2 · · · Ln ), and keeping up commuting A to
the right through the operators L gives
Aπ(L1 · · · Ln ) = π(L1 · · · Ln )A + C,

(3.102)

where C satisfies (3.101). Now since π ′ (·) = Jπ(·)J and JA = AJ, we get with the same
argument that
Aπ ♯ (L1 ) · · · π ♯ (Ln ) = π ♯ (L1 ) · · · π ♯ (Ln )A + C,
(3.103)

with C satisfying (3.101). Here, each π ♯ individually is either π or π ′ . Then by linearity,
the formula (3.103) is also correct if each Lj ∈ C0 (as opposed to being just an element
of X0 ∪ P0 ).
We now combine (3.103) with the fact that AΩSR,β,0 = 0 to conclude that (3.96) holds
true for A3 replaced by A. In other words, we have kφk1 < ∞. But applying A to both
sides of (3.103) gives
A2 π ♯ (L1 ) · · · π ♯ (Ln ) = Aπ ♯ (L1 ) · · · π ♯ (Ln )A + AC1
= π ♯ (L1 ) · · · π ♯ (Ln )A2 + C2 A + AC1 .

(3.104)

We can commute A through C1 , AC1 = C1 A + C ′ . The operator C ′ once again will satisfy
kC ′ e−ǫ N k < ∞, any ǫ > 0. This is easily seen since C1 is a sum of products of elements in
P0 and operators of the form (3.100). One may then proceed as above to show the bound
kC ′ e−ǫ N k < ∞, any ǫ > 0. This shows that kφk2 < ∞. We repeat the procedure and
apply A to (3.104) to conclude that kφk3 < ∞. The only limitation on the number of
times we can repeat the procedure is that successive derivatives ∂u of all functions fr,+ ,
fr,− involved should stay in L2 (R × S 2 ). Each additional application of A requires one
more such derivative to be L2 . For kφkj < ∞ we need the derivatives up to and including
order j to be square integrable. This condition for j = 0, . . . , 3 is guaranteed by taking
functions f (k) from the set L2cor , see after (2.18).
This shows that kφk3 < ∞. Next we need to show that kL̄λ φk3 < ∞ (see (3.34)). We
have

A3 Lλ = L0 A3 + 3i N A2 + λ IA3 + 3I1 A2 + 3I2 A + I3 ,
(3.105)
where Ik is the k fold commutator of I with A. We have kI( N + 1)−1/2 k < ∞ and
kIk ( N + 1)−1/2 k < ∞. It follows that kL̄λ φk3 < ∞ provided that
k N Aj φk < ∞, j = 0, . . . , 3 and kLR A3 φk < ∞.

(3.106)

By the above arguments, we know that keǫ N φk < ∞ and keǫ N A3 φk < ∞ for all ǫ > 0,
so the bounds involving N in (3.106) hold. To show that A3 φ ∈ Dom(LR ) we repeat
the argument after (3.99) above. Instead of commuting A through elements of C0 , now
we have commute LR through them. We have LR a♯β (v) − a♯β (v)LR = ±a♯β (uv), where the
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plus sign is for a♯β = a∗β and uv is the function u · v(u, Σ). The multiplication by u of the
functions v(u, Σ) preserves the square integrability as guaranteed by the the definition of
L2obs , L2cor (2.18). The same argument as above then shows that kLR A3 φk < ∞.
We have shown so far that φ, L̄λ φ ∈ D. To finish the proof of (3.34) we also need to
show that ψ, L̄λ ψ ∈ D, where ψ = π(O)ΩSR,β,0 , see (3.32). According to (3.9) we have
∗

√

πβ (W (f )) = eiϕβ (τβ f ) = ei[aβ (τβ f )+aβ (τβ f )]/

2

∈ C0 .

(3.107)

It follows that O ⊂ C0 and hence showing ψ, L̄λ ψ ∈ D is a special case of the proof that
φ, L̄λ φ ∈ D. This completes the proof of (3.34).


3.6

Level shift operators

The level shift operators Λe are defined in (3.38). As I contains two terms, see (3.21), Λe
is the sum of four terms,
Λe =
(3.108)
−1
−Pe {G ⊗ 1lS ⊗ ϕβ (τβ g)}(L0 − e + i0+ ) {G ⊗ 1lS ⊗ ϕβ (τβ g)}Pe
+Pe {G ⊗ 1lS ⊗ ϕβ (τβ g)}(L0 − e + i0+ )−1 {1lS ⊗ CGC ⊗ ϕβ (e−βu/2 τβ g)}Pe
+Pe {1lS ⊗ CGC ⊗ ϕβ (e−βu/2 τβ g)}(L0 − e + i0+ )−1 {G ⊗ 1lS ⊗ ϕβ (τβ g)}Pe
−Pe {1lS ⊗ CGC ⊗ ϕβ (e−βu/2 τβ g)}(L0 − e + i0+ )−1 {1lS ⊗ CGC ⊗ ϕβ (e−βu/2 τβ g)}Pe .
The partial trace over the reservoir part is calculated using the formula
PR ϕβ (F )(L0 − e + i0+ )−1 ϕβ (G)PR = 12 PR aβ (F )(L0 − e + i0+ )−1 a∗β (G)PR
Z
1
= 2 PR
F̄ (u, Σ)G(u, Σ)(LS − e + u + i0+ )−1 dudΣ, (3.109)
R×S 2

valid for any two functions F, G ∈ L2 (R × S 2 ). One obtains from (3.108)
Λe =
− 21 PS,e (G ⊗ 1lS )
+ 21 PS,e (G
+ 21 PS,e (1lS
− 12 PS,e (1lS

⊗ 1lS )

(3.110)

Z

2

R×S 2

Z

2

R×S 2

⊗ CGC)
⊗ CGC)

g(|u|, Σ)
(LS − e + u + i0+ )−1 u2 dudΣ (G ⊗ 1lS )PS,e
|1 − e−βu |

Z

e−βu/2 g(|u|, Σ)
(LS − e + u + i0+ )−1 u2 dudΣ (1lS ⊗ CGC)PS,e
|1 − e−βu |
2

R×S 2

Z

e−βu/2 g(|u|, Σ)
(LS − e + u + i0+ )−1 u2 dudΣ (G ⊗ 1lS )PS,e
|1 − e−βu |
2

R×S 2

g(|u|, Σ)
(LS − e + u + i0+ )−1 u2 dudΣ (1lS ⊗ CGC)PS,e .
|eβu − 1|

The condition that Λe should have simple spectrum can then be verified for concrete cases,
where g, G are given explicitly. Note that if e is a simple eigenvalue of LS , then PS,e has
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rank one and so Λe has automatically simple spectrum. Note also that e = 0 is always
a degenerate eigenvalue of LS . The explicit form of the level shift operators for several
models can be found in [26, 31]. Additional information on their structure is provided in
[28].
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